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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a commutative ring. Let Sp,,(B) denote the symplectic group, 
consisting of automorphims of B2fi preserving the alternating form with matrix 
0 I 
W 2n = ( 1 -I 0’ 
Let A be an additive subgroup of B, containing 2B, and such that ab2 E A 
whenever a E II, b E B. Thus (B, -1, A) is a “restricted symplectic ring” 
in the sense of [l, Chap. I, (4.2.4)] or [2, p. 1221. Let S,(B, A) denote the 
additive group of symmetric matrices in M,(B) having diagonal entries in fl. 
The restricted symplectic group Sp,,(B, -4) is the subgroup of all (G {) in 
Sp&B) such that /3% and Sty belong to S,(B, (1). (The t denotes transpose.) 
For example we have the following group homomorphisms. 
X,: S,(B, 4 - SP,@, 4, 
X+(o) = (‘, ;) = txya); 
(2) 
H: G-L(B) - SP,,(& 4, 
H(n) = (;; toI). 
By stabilizing H (i.e., letting 1z + co), we obtain a homomorphism 
GL(B) 5 Sp(B, A), 
with Abelianization denoted 
K,(B) 5 =P,(B, 4, 
[El - W(41. 
(4) 
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The bracket denotes class modulo the commutator subgroup. The homomorphism 
(4) figured in [2] in the calculation of certain surgery obstruction groups. 
The following conjecture was made there [2, p. 1391: Suppose that B is 
semilocal and that /12 = 0. If 01 E GL(B) and [H(a)] = 0 in KSp,(B, f), then 
det(a) is a square in BX. We shall prove this conjecture here, even without the 
assumption that B is semilocal. 
To understand the conjecture, consider the case where fl is an ideal of B. 
On (B/A)2n we have the quadratic form Q(x~ ,..., “vn , yI ,..,, yn) = x.i xiyi , 
whose associated bilinear form is alternating with matrix (1) (recall that 2B C A). 
Thus the orthogonal group O,,(B/A) of Q is contained in Sp,,(B/A); in fact 
Spzn(B, /l) is precisely the inverse image of O,,(B/A) in Sp,,(B), whence the 
Cartesian square 
Now if 01 E GL,(B/A), then det(ol) modulo squares can be detected from H(a) E 
O,,(B/A), using the spinor norm. However, the calculations of [2] strongly 
suggested that similar information should be retrievable even modulo /12, 
though the spinor norm is no longer available to accomplish this. 
In applying these results, one considers the natural homomorphism 
It follows easily from [2, Theorem (5.3)] that it is an isomorphism if (1 C rad(B). 
Further, [2, Theorem (7.1)] implies that it is an isomorphism if B is an order in a 
product of non-totally imaginary number fields. Analogous assertions hold 
for SK,(B) + SK,(B/A2). 
2. USE OF SHARPE'S NORMAL FORM 
Let B and ,4 be as above. If CT, (3’ E S,(B, A) write u gS u’ if u’ = E& for 
some c E E,(B), the elementary subgroup of GIL,(B). If u E S,(B, fl) and a’ E 
S,,(B, A) we have 
u@cr’= 
u 0 
( 1 0 u’ E &+nP, 4. 
For each 12 > 0 we have 
(5) 
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and clearly 
W2n~-sW2@ ... @co2 (n terms). 
For each n > 0 let S,(B, .4)x denote the set of invertible matrices in S,(B, A). 
We define the Grothendieck group KOsS(B, /l) to be the Abelian group presented 
by generators [ulO, where u E lJn~O S,(B, fl)x, subject to the following relations: 
Ml = b’lo if (3 cds u' in S,(B, fl)x, 
b 0 4, = blo + k4, if c E S,(B, Ll)” 
and U’ E S,, (B, /l)x. 
If u E S,(B, fl)x we put rank(u) = n. The map [u10 ~--t rank(u) defines a homo- 
morphism from KO,s(B, /l) to Z, and the map [u]” it [u] defines a homo- 
morphism from KO,S(B, II) to K,(B). 
We shall assume henceforth that the ideal fl’ generated by A is # B. Then a 
u E S,(B, A)” y’ Id re s, modulo fl’, an invertible alternating matrix, so n must be 
even, say n = 2~. Then we have W, = war E S,(B, n)x (see (5)), and we define 
D : KOoS(B, A) -+ K,(B) 
Wlo = bl - [wnl = [ul + [(-1Y21 
if u E S,(B, fl)x. This is a kind of discriminant homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1. The sequence 
KOoS(B, A) --% K,(B) -3 KSp,(B, A) 
is exact. 
If u E S,(B, (1)” then in G&,(B) we have 
W) = X+(--u> X-(0-l) wznX(u), (6) 
where the notation is that of (I), (2), and (3). The fact that 0-l E S,(B, A) 
follows from (6), because all factors but X-(d) clearly belong to Spa,@, A), 
so likewise for XV(u-l). Since the commutator subgroup of Sp(B, .4) is generated 
by the images of X+ and X- (cf. [I, Chap. 2, Theorem (5.2)]) we conclude 
from (6) that 
W(41 = b%nl = +d in KSp,(B, A). (7) 
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Likewise [H(wn)] = n[zu,], so H(D[u],) = H([u] - [w,]) == 0. It remains to 
show that if cy E GL(B) and [H(a)] = 0 in KSp,(B, A), then [a] = D[u]s for 
some u as above. We use Sharpe’s normal form [7, Corollary (5.6)] which permits 
us to write, for n sufficiently large, 
H(ct) = X-(0’) W*nx~(u)eX+(un). (8) 
with a’, 0, 0” E S,,(B, A) and e E E,,(B). F rom (8) the upper left entry yields 
the formula 01 = UC, whence [a] = [u] = [u] + [(-I)““] = D[u]~ . 
Remark. Sharpe states his results for the universal central extension of the 
“split” elementary symplectic group. However the matrix computations in 
[7, (5.3)-(541 apply in our context to yield (8). 
3. WHEN (12 = 0 
Let B and A be as in the Introduction. Let eij (1 < i, j < n) be the standard 
basis of J&(B). If u E S,(B, A), then u = zrci,jg, sijeii with Sij = sji and 
sii E A. We introduce 
u.+ = 2. sijeij , u- = W, 
8 = crf + u-, (9) 
6 = g+ - u-. 
Thus 8 is obtained by suppressing the diagonal terms of u, and 0 is the alternating 
matrix with the same upper triangular part as u. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that A2 = 0. Let a E S,(B, A)x. Then n is even 
and, in K,(B), we have 
[u] = [tq = [CT] + [(-1)“q. 
Let A’ be the ideal generated by A. Clearly Ar2 = 0, so, replacing A by A’, 
we may assume that A is an ideal. 
Claim 1. n is even. 
This follows since, modulo A, a becomes an invertible alternating matrix. 
Claim 2. det u = det 8. 
Consider the expansion 
det(4 = C w(4 wl) -a- GA) , 
c 
(10) 
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where r varies over permuations of {l,..., n}. The terms of (10) involving sii , 
for a given i, add up to sii det(aJ where at is obtained from u by deleting the 
ith row and ith column. Modulo A, vi becomes an alternating matrix of odd 
size n - 1 (Claim l), so det(ai) E A, whence sii det(ui) = 0. Now if j f i, the 
terms of (10) involving both sii and sjj vanish. It follows that the sum of all 
terms of (10) involving any sii equals 0, so that det(u) is unaltered if we replace 
each sii by 0, whence the claim. 
Claim 3. u = &.E with E E E,(B, A). 
Since u = 8 mod A it follows from Claim 2 that u = &.E with E E SL,(B, A). 
Since A C rad(B), it follows from [3, Chap. V, Corollary (9.2)] that SL,(B, fl) = 
En(R 4. 
Claim 4. det u = (-1)“j2 det(6). 
In view of Claim 2 we may assume u = 6 (neither det(u) nor 0 is changed 
thereby. We have 6 = u+ - u- = u - 2u- = a(1 - 2u-lo-). Since A2 = 0, 
the map h H I + h is an isomorphism from the additive group M,(A) to GL, 
(B, A), and one checks easily that det(l+ A) = 1 + Tr(X) for h E M,(A). 
Now 2 E A, so det(l - 2a-lap) = 1 - 2 Tr(u-la-), and the claim amounts to 
showing that 1 - 2 Tr(u+-) = (- l)%j2. From I = u-lo+ + u-la- we have, 
taking traces, n = Tr(u-lo+) + Tr(u-la-). Now Tr(u-la+) = Tr(+%-1) = 
Tr(u-u-l) = Tr(u-la-), whence n = 2Tr(u-la-), and we conclude finally that 
det(l - 26@) = 1 - n. If n = 2r, then (again using 2 E A and A2 = 0) 
we have 1 - 2r = (1 - 2)‘, whence the claim. 
Claim 5. 6 = 87 with [T] = [( -1)“/z] in K,(B). 
Since 6 = 8 mod A we have 7 E GL,(B, A), and since A C rad(B) it follows 
again from [3, Chap. V, Corollary (9.2)] that [T] = [det T] in K,(B). Thus 
Claim 5 follows from Claim 4. 
Claims 3 and 5 establish the proposition. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A2 = 0. In the exact sequence 
KOoS(B, A) -% K,(B) -H, KSp,(B, A) 
of Proposition 1 we have D[u],, = [ -1 f u OY u E S,(B, A)x. InparticuZur det(D[u],) = 
det(G) = Pf(0)2 where Pf denotes the Pfajian. Every element of Ker(H) is ye- 
presented by an alternating matrix, and has determinant in BX2, 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that A2 = 0 and that B is semilocal. Then we have 
an exact sequence 
0 -+ BXIBX2 -% KSp,(B, A) A Z,(B) --f 0, (11) 
where Z,(B) denotes the group of locally constant functions from Spec(B) to Z/22. 
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Except for the 0 on the left this is the exact sequence of [2, Theorem @.I)], 
using the isomorphism Z,(B) -% Z,(S/A) t o substitute the source of this arrow 
for its target in (11). Th e zero on the left is justified by Corollary 1. 
Remarks. (1) Corollary 2 affirms Conjecture (8.2) in [2]. 
(2) 1Vith B as in Corollary 2, there is a spZit exact sequence (see [4, (4.7.7)]). 
0 -z BX,‘BX’ -3 KO,(B) -% B,(B) - 0, (12) 
where 6 is denoted deg in [2,4], and called the “Dickson invariant” in [5, p. 3991. 
(We give another description of it in the next remark.) It is therefore natural 
to ask whether (1 I) also splits. Such a splitting of H would constitute a kind of 
spinor norm on Sp,(B, A). However, (11) is not split in general, for example 
for B = Z/42 and A = 22142. In this case we have, in KSp,(H/4Z, 2H/4Z), 
[H(-1)] = 2[zua], where wa = (-! i), so Corollary 2 shows that KSp,(H/4H, 
22/4Z) is cyclic of order 4. This result was proved in [3, Corollary (8.5)], using 
the vanishing of KO,(F,). 
(3) Let B be a commutative ring, P a finitely generated projective B- 
module, and 4 a quadratic form on P whose associated bilinear form induces an 
isomorphism P- P* = Hom,(P, B). Let C = C,, @ C, be the Clifford 
algebra of (P, 4) with its grading mod 2 (see [4]). Let D denote the centralizer 
of C, in C. Then D is a quadratic galois extension of B. Its galois group r 
admits a canonical isomorphism E : r+ Z,(B). (If B has no nontrivial idempotent 
then both groups have order 2.) Each element u of the orthogonal group O(P, 9) 
defines a graded algebra automorphism C(a) of C, whence, by restriction, an 
element D(a) E P. Then the “Dickson invariant” homomorphism is 
6 : W, Q) -G(B), 
u'-+ c(D(a)) = 6(a). 
By stabilizing and Abelianizing one obtains the homomorphism S of (12). The 
formula det(o) = (-1)*(U) (see [4, (4.4.2)]) h s ows that we may as well replace S 
by the determinant if 2 is invertible in B. In characteristic 2, however, 8 retains 
information lost by det. The special orthogonal group SO(P, 4) is properly 
defined as Ker(S), not as Ker(det); it is the connected component of O(P, q) in 
the sense of group schemes. 
(4) If B is a semisimple ring-with-involution, there is a definition of an 
invariant of elements of KU:'(B) quite different from those of [4] or [5]. It is 
shown in [6] that this, like the above “Dickson invariant,” is a complete invariant 
for the cokernel of H: K,(B) - KU:'(B) (cf. (4), (1 l), and (12)). It would be of 
interest to define this invariant even when B is not assumed to be semisimple. 
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